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As "developed" countries around the world continue to
whitewash their official COVID inquiries and deny the obvious
relationship between "vaccination" and increased mortality, I
wonder what they will do when (not if) another country finally
admits the truth. Philippines seems top be a front runner at
this moment. - 

explosive hearing unfolded at the Philippines'

use of Representatives, focusing on the

ncerning increase of over 290,000 excess deaths.

people start to connect the dots to the roll-out

experimental vaccines, heated discussions

sued, revealing shocking testimonies and data.

torney Tanya Lat voiced the frustrations of many

lipinos: "There are Filipino people who are sick
d tired of how the DOH has let us down, has
fused to admit that people are dying, turning a
ind eye to the people who are getting sick, turbo
ncers, myocarditis, children who are suddenly sick
if they are 60, 70-year-old people." Her words
sonated in the chamber, painting a grim picture

a Department of Health (DOH) that seems

different to the suffering caused by the

ccines. "We look into their eyes, there does not
em to be any sympathy for the people who have
ed, for the people who are now physically disabled
cause of these vaccines," she added.
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e tension continued as analyst Sally Clark

esented alarming statistics: "This is our birth
ta. And it shows that we have had a loss of babies
ery single year since the pandemic has started. So
19 was our last normal birth year. And the last
ne at the bottom is 2023."

she dissected the data, it became clear that

ere was a notable and troubling pattern: birth

tes are dropping significantly. This data shares

milar patterns to those of highly vaccinated

untries like Singapore, where they saw a surge in

illbirths and perinatal deaths.

garding the number of deaths, Sally explained,

he very big spike is the deaths in 2021, which
arted in March of 2021, immediately consecutive
th the start of the vaccine rollout." Clark
phasized the significant increase in deaths

ring July and August 2021, which coincided with

REAKING: Shocking Surge in
tillbirths and Perinatal Deaths
ocks Singapore in 2023!

SSIE17 · FEB 28

Singapore, the illustrious city-

state renowned for its prosperity,

discipline, exemplary data

collection and a very compliant

population that went full retard

with regard to the DNA-

contaminated Pfizer mRNA gene

therapy, has recently unveiled its

full-year
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e Janssen vaccine rollout. "In 2021, when
ccination rolled out, the deaths went up in all
e groups that were vaccinated."

use Chairman Dan Fernandez amplified the urgency

the situation, stating, "And that's the reason
y the chair believes that there is really a
rrelation between these two." His statement
derscored a sentiment growing among

presentatives that the excess deaths were not

incidental but linked to the vaccination efforts.

ngressman Zia Alonto Adiong, added a critical

int about the pharmaceutical companies' legal

otections: "There's really an agreement that
dicates that they cannot be sued. So I mean,
at's something that we should worry about." He
estioned the logic behind such agreements if the

ccines were indeed as safe as claimed. "Why would
pharmaceutical company insist on not being sued if
ere will be injuries or fatalities that may come
ter as a result of that?"

e hearing reached a pivotal moment when House

airman Dan Fernandez acknowledged past

gislative errors: "We've been a part of that
stake because we approved the law that mandate the
armaceutical to be responsible. And now we learn
om that mistake." His words echoed a commitment
rectify legislative oversights, signaling a path

rward. "Moving forward, we will correct the

stakes," he assured.

We've been a part of that
istake”

https://www.congress.gov.ph/members/search.php?id=adiong


the hearing concluded, the testimonies and data

ft a lasting impact, urging the House to further

vestigate the correlation between the vaccine

ll-out and the surge in excess deaths. The need

r accountability and transparency was evident, as

e nation grapples with the aftermath of these

xperimental vaccines." The House's commitment to

cover the truth promises to be a crucial step in

dressing the many concerns of the Filipino

ople.

you would like to follow further details on the

vestigation, please follow Super Sally’s Substack

re:

Super Sally’s Newsletter

4th Hearing on Excess Deaths Held on 28th

May 2024. Summary and Links Provided. Key

discussion resolved around the WHO

Pandemic Agreement and IHR Amendments.

Excess Deaths were discussed at the end.

Link to the full resumed hearing on FB Page (Start at 5:16:55) -
HOR, and Cong. Dan’s page. This was the 4th hearing, but the
3rd hearing with the joint committees: Committee on Public
Order and Safety, and Committee on Human Rights. There was
also 1 other meeting which was not an official sworn hearing…

Read more

6 days ago · 8 likes · 10 comments · SuperSally888

deo Source

https://supersally.substack.com/p/4th-hearing-on-excess-deaths-held?utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=web
https://www.youtube.com/live/U-ttuEHHKV0


gning off for now
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